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ABOUT THE  AT HOME : FORUM 

The Sheffield School of Architecture is set within the Faculty of Social Science at the University of Sheffield. As such, 

it has a tradition of hosting events that aim to bring architectural practitioners into dialogue with practitioners from 

other disciplines with the wider aim of sharing and developing methodologies of theory, research and practice. 

This year’s Theory Forum - aimed at 5th year M.Arch (RIBA Part 2) and MA Architectural Design students - sought 

to bring together researchers who specialise in the study of the ‘home’. The following quote, taken from the online 

programme for the At Home: Forum, best contextualises the event historically;

“In the 1970s interdisciplinary research dominated the study of the home. There was in particular a close relationship 

between architecture and the social sciences as sociologists and others were called in to study the impact of radical 

new post WWII housing policies. In the 1980s cuts in funding brought the closure of many council run architecture 

departments in the UK and a serious reduction in research on the impact of design decisions on people. However 

several recent developments - for example the need for space standard legislation for new homes in the UK and the 

pressures of building for an ageing population - mean that more research is necessary in this area.”

(Sheffield School of Architecture 2010)

In this context, this assignment aims to compare the presentations of two researchers contributing to the 

reconciliation of the study of the built environment with the study of the people dwelling within it; with particular 

critique of their research methodology, area of study and suitability of the former to the latter.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Throughout the forum as a whole, two main strands of research developed, which can be loosely referred to as 

‘ideological’ and ‘practical’. ‘Ideological’ is used in reference to a ‘top-down’, desk-based approach that is perhaps 

more recognizable as ‘traditionally academic’; it often employs linguistic and theoretical methods as a basis for 

argument. In contrast, ‘practical’ is used in reference to ‘bottom-up’, field-based studies that rely more on observation 

for their material and method. In terms of this assignment, the key difference is in how the researchers ‘get involved’ 

with their subject areas, either through distanced observation or direct participation.

As opening speaker, David Clapham perhaps necessarily presented a rigorous academic ‘framework’ in order to 

contextualise the discussion that followed. This approach is compared here to the ‘dirtier’ and ‘reluctantly academic’ 

material presented by John Brown, a synopsis of his own innovative architectural practice, which can be viewed as a 

form of ‘action research’ in the style referred to by Jean McNiff and Jack Whitehead in their book ‘Action Research – 

Principals and Practice’ (2002).
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2.0 DAVID CLAPHAM - ‘Affording well-being in the material home’

 Cardiff School of City and Regional Planning, Cardiff University

2.1	 Research	Question

Clapham begins by stating that;

‘In this talk, I am trying to build a bridge. This is a sociologist saying “I would really like to talk to architects”...’

(Clapham 2010)

Clapham’s belief is that social scientists and architects have something to gain by working together, but 

he points  out that neither understands the language of the other despite frequent convergences in their 

practice as researchers.

Referring to sociological discourse surrounding the ‘home’ and our relationship to it, such as the concepts 

of subjective ‘meaning’ and direct ‘embodiment’, Clapham places particular emphasis on the divergence of 

thought within the discipline, as well as between architects and social scientists. His research question and 

theoretical viewpoint are constructed slowly, although perhaps justifiably so; he acknowledges the complexity 

of his argument and does eventually state both his aim and position explicitly; 

‘... [I am aiming] to provide some kind of [integrated] framework through which to judge the good design of 

houses’

(Ibid.)



2.2	 Theoretical	Viewpoint	and	Approach

Clapham is careful to point out the origins of his own particular approach to the subject. He outlines his 

position as a ‘social constructionist’ and describes the typical view held by his peers that human beings 

perceive the world subjectively, deriving meaning from cultural conditioning. He then critiques that 

position, acknowledging its limitations in respect to his wider aim of judging a good home and highlights 

the advantages of other positions in relation to the same aim. In doing this, he points out that he is seeking 

an ‘integrated’ framework and that this relies on the adoption and development of concepts from other 

sociological theories, such as ‘affordance’ and ‘well-being’, alongside ‘meaning’ and ‘embodiment’.

Clapham also frequently uses the term ‘you’ when referring to architects, clearly placing his audience as co-

protagonists within his argument.
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2.3	 Methods

The main characteristic of Clapham’s research is that his method of enquiry is boldly and traditionally 

‘academic’. He refers frequently to quotations and references, situating his reasoning within a wider academic 

discourse, and holds ‘the literature’ in high regard. He introduces successive concepts through a process of 

questioning, enabling each to the overall understanding of his argument.

This method would seem entirely appropriate given his stated aim of establishing a common ‘language’ and 

‘framework’; it is clearly important  to investigate the origins of each before drawing parallels, however a key 

criticism would be that his linguistic dissection is limited only to the language of the social sciences. It proved 

hard for Clapham to build his bridge without being able to draw direct parallels between architectural and 

sociological terminology. His main attempt at introducing a spatial dimension to his research is in his reference 

to the Activities of Daily Living Scale (ADL) used by occupational therapists, which he presents as a potentially 

useful practical tool in need of some development.
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2.4 Conclusion

Clapham concludes by asking what his work means for research, in both an academic sense, and in its 

practical application to the design and evaluation of homes. In moving away from the idea that you can ‘read 

off’ from a building its qualities of embodiment and meaning, he suggests that a better way of measuring 

the subjective perception of it by its users is needed. He re-iterates that the appropriation of techniques 

from other disciplines, such as the ADL scale, might well be appropriate, if combined with an idea of what 

an individual is trying to achieve in terms of their intentions and well-being. This is, then, the summary of an 

appropriate, collaborative framework for social science and architectural design, derived through theoretical 

research. He ends by asking a final and implicitly rhetorical question;

“Could you say that a good house, for an individual, is one that meets the affordances for that individual?”

 (Ibid.)
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However, whilst rigorously constructed, this conclusion only weakly supports Clapham’s objective of 

establishing a common ‘language’. Although he took the time to detail the concept of ‘affordance’ in his 

presentation, the use of the term is still fairly exclusive given his stated aim of ‘building a bridge’ and allowing 

a sociologist to ‘talk to architects’. Additionally, the solution lacks an explicit, pragmatic ‘next step’.

Clapham made a statement early on that ‘quite a lot of the fault [in communication] is in the social sciences’. 

This could be interpreted as quite accusatory; there was a sense of ‘we’re trying, so why aren’t you?’. Perhaps 

this was quite appropriate given the stated aim of the research, but what it illustrates is perhaps an implicit 

indication that Clapham believes a social science methodology to be the correct way of thinking and talking 

about people; and that architectural research – although possessing valuable insight – is subordinate to it. 
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3.0 JOHN BROWN - ‘Is this the North American dream?’

 University of Calgary / Housebrand / Slow Home Studio

2.1	 Research	Question

John Brown essentially wants to address what he sees as the problem of the ‘fast house’ in the North 

American mass housing market. Viewing the topic in the same sense as ‘fast food’, Brown hypothesizes that 

often what is most convenient, is not necessarily best for our well-being. In building his argument, Brown 

actually poses a number of small, direct queries about the quality of housing and public awareness of design, 

contributing to a larger, less explicitly stated research question that asked how architects can become more 

involved in building. Outlining the situation in North America, Brown situates his research in a geographical 

and economic context;

‘...[in the North American mass housing market] all the houses look the same...production built houses are 

running amuck...developer built, with architects employed in less than five percent of all houses built...we do 

almost no social housing...it is a problem. We’re on a road to nowhere...and it’s time to do something about it.’

(Brown 2010)
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He goes on to critique the role of his profession in this situation;

‘...[although different to the UK] we have a similar condition where the architect is becoming problematic...I 

find this problematic...and the first step was to figure out what was wrong and what I might do to fix that. 

Too often, as a profession, we don’t have a clue about how people work and want to live, and how they think 

about their houses.’

(Ibid.)

Brown therefore asks us how architects can improve the design and procurement of housing for the general 

public, and how can they can use their skills to enable people to make better choices about their homes.
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3.2	 Theoretical	Viewpoint	and	Approach

Although at times elusive in terms of methodology, Brown makes his theoretical viewpoint clear - he believes 

that there is a benefit to be gained from good design for our well-being. At one point, he states;

‘...I am a reluctant academic and prefer to talk to real people.’

(Ibid.)

Whilst this appears immediately as open and honest, it could also be viewed as good showmanship; an easy 

tactic to get his audience on board. As an implicit ‘preservationist’, Brown is seeking to make a case for the 

continued validity of practice as an architect – all-be-it  in terms that ‘real people’ can engage with.

Contextualising his own experience of ‘practicing for fifteen years’ and ‘teaching for twenty-four’, Brown 

stated that he’d spent ten of those years ‘researching’ his subject without ‘getting very far or changing 

anything’. It was this that galvanised him into direct action within his subject of study, creating a new 

company that could provide a one-stop-shop for the design, construction and furnishing of homes, rather than 

trying to persuade house-builders to work with architects.
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3.3	 Methods

The first thing that must be said is that Brown uses a variety of different methods to conduct his research; 

including web-based video to both collect and disseminate research, and online ‘project forums’ to guide 

discussions about good design. Perhaps most interestingly is his use of his own practice as a research method. 

With Housebrand, he intended to;

‘... start an architecture firm that reconceptualised what it was to be an architect, because architects no longer 

have any power [to influence good design]...a vertical, one-stop shop for anyone who wants to live well in an 

established community.’

(Ibid.)

That firm could directly engage with architectural and interior design, estate agency, construction and product 

retailing; all within a drop-in ‘store’ format, intentionally chosen over the traditional ‘office’ for its familiarity 

to members of the public and less intimidating financial and legal connotations.

The creation of Housebrand, and later the Slow Home Studio, can be viewed as a form of ‘action research’, 

which although having initially struggled for legitimacy amongst the research community, is now recognized 

as a legitimate form of enquiry (McNiff and Whitehead 2002, p.1). This is especially true within professional 

vocations such as architectural design in which it can be almost impossible to retain a completely objective 

position as an observer. With regard to Brown’s topic – the professional practice of, and advocacy for, good 

design – this is perhaps an entirely appropriate choice of methodology.
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Brown frequently refers to his work as ‘advocacy’. A primary example of this would be his use of a web-based 

‘forum’, with the particular aim of establishing the ‘quality’ to ‘cost’ relationship in the existing market. Through 

an ‘open source’ network of individuals located across the country, Brown could build up a picture of housing 

through occupant-administered assessment using a set of criteria made available on the web. However, the 

findings of this survey appeared to be pre-conditioned; Brown already had an idea of what he suspected - and 

almost certainly wanted - the answers to be. What the survey did do, however, was make his audience feel 

empowered to do something about design and the quality of housing. It nurtured the attitude in his subjects that 

he required them to have in order to engage with his research.

Being accessible to the general public is a key component of Brown’s method, and he also employs analogy in 

order to do this. In linking his concepts of ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ homes to the notions of fast food and the Carl Honoré 

inspired ‘slow’ movement (2005), he openly acknowledges the contingency of tapping into an established social 

condition;

‘...there is an awareness of what is wrong with fast food, but not as yet with houses.’

(Brown 2010)

In summary, Brown’s methodology incorporates two key aspects; the use of practice as a method of research is 

appropriate to a study of how to practice; whilst his use of analogy is crucial to the conveyance of his ideas to 

the lay audience as participants in that research. However, these same techniques are difficult to consider in a 

traditionally academic sense, and perhaps for that reason they sit a little uncomfortably if viewed as part of an 

impartial research methodology.
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3.4 Conclusion

Brown’s answer to his research question seems to be that architects can best influence good design in housing 

through advocacy and empowerment of the public; demonstrated through his continuing practice with 

Housebrand and the Slow Home Studio.

However, it should be noted that he was almost defensive when questioned about Housebrand’s targeting of 

‘upper-middle-class Americans’ – those that can afford to make the choices about where and how they live. 

This is perhaps an important observation when considering the limitations of Brown’s work. 
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4.0 COMPARISONS

Both David Clapham and John Brown are trying to build a capacity in people to influence their own well-being. 

However, they go about this in different ways and conclude at different points in their work. Whilst Brown is very clear 

about his targeting of ‘non-professionals’, Clapham is still implicitly talking to us a specialists in design. 

Whilst the idea that Clapham has produced a tool for others (‘specialists’) to use comes across strongly, Brown is 

acting directly within the subject of his study. It could be said this difference in their wider practice – their meta-

methodology – represents the differing attitudes of architects and social scientists towards ‘solutions’; with architects 

tending to seek ‘affect’ or ‘change’ whilst their contemporaries in social science often find satisfaction in more open 

ended solutions and the humble study of human nature.

Clapham’s methodology represents very sound, reasonable thinking. It illustrates the power of conceptual reasoning 

to give a robust framework for, and to galvanise intent in, action. However, Clapham could learn a lot about the 

delivery and accessibility of his argument from Brown. This is certainly one of the latter’s major successes in his work, 

and this ability to ‘get others on board’ is essential to the form of research he is doing. It is also essential to the ‘next 

steps’ of Clapham’s work, which will be in the application of the framework he presented. 
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Both Clapham and Brown described how their formative experience has framed their research; Clapham’s described 

the ‘total mutual incomprehension’ he experienced when tasked with delivering a course on housing to architecture 

students, and Brown witnessed the public’s pragmatic approach to acquiring architecture whilst working as an estate 

agent. This contributes to another key comparison; that of the speakers’ consideration of language in their research. 

Whilst it has already been pointed out that Clapham limited himself to sociological language, Brown perhaps had a 

greater success by translating his material into that of the layman. Although this tactic was essential to his interaction 

with his subject area, as students of architecture we could also understand his argument and augment it with our 

own understanding of the issues he discussed; we perhaps struggled with Clapham’s persistence with sociological 

terminology. 

My main point of comparison would be that although Brown maintains less of the traditional distance as a researcher, 

he does openly acknowledge that fact and is open about the economic driving force behind his research. In this 

respect, he is as clear as Clapham when it comes to ‘framing’ and ‘limiting’ his research.



5.0 CONCLUSION

Methodology could be said to tend towards an academic model of ‘framing’ and ‘limiting’ a study of a certain topic to 

enable an argument to take place around it. It is more than just a set of ‘methods’, as it also incorporates a sense of 

how those methods are applied. There is a sense that formative experiences and theoretical positions are the devices 

that ‘frame’ and ‘limit’ a body of research, defining the researcher’s attitude towards and approach to their subject. 

Methodology, then, relies fundamentally on epistemology – the name given to the study of what we know and how 

we come to know it (McNiff and Whitehead 2002, p.17).

Perhaps due in part to my own disposition as a student of architecture, I am left with the slightly disappointing feeling 

that Clapham might just leave his research for someone else to take up and apply. Indeed it is the antithesis of this 

that I find satisfying in Brown’s work. Whilst it is easy to criticise Brown’s approach for a lack of academic rigour, and 

Clapham’s for a lack of effective execution in practice, I judge each methodology to be equally appropriate to the 

intention of the researcher. I have learned a good deal from studying both samples of work, and have come to believe 

strongly in the symbiosis of a robust academic framework with pragmatic ‘action research’ – this ‘meeting in the 

middle’ is I feel, an important concept to take forward into my own research.
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